
KEY INGREDIENTS WHAT IT DOES

5% Malus Domestica (Apple) Fruit  
Cell Culture

Component of Apples 
Ensures Longevity of Skin Cells
Promotes Cell Renewal
Provides Gentle Exfoliation 
Preserves Skin Vitality and Youthful Ap-
pearance
Improves Fine Lines
Improves Wrinkles

Hyaluronic Acid

Traps and Retains Moisture 
Found Naturally in Skin’s Connective 
Tissue 
Major Structural Component of the  
Extracellular Matrix
Increases Elasticity
Adds Volume to Skins Cells
Promotes Collagen Production
Softens and Smoothes Skin

Seaweed Extract 

Stimulates and Improves Blood Lymph 
Circulation
Firms the Skin
Nourishes Skin

Apple Cell 5  
Professional Serum•ologyTM

Improve skin cell health with 5% Swiss Apple Cells. Stem cells help delay cellular division by binding to the skin 
cell resulting in newer, stronger and longer lasting cell formation. Combined with hyaluronic acid, its powerful 
formulation hydrates skin cells while enhancing their resistance to UV exposure, helping to reduce aging effects.    
 

 
Contains: Chondrus Crispus (Seaweed) Extract, Purified Water (Aqua), Hyaluronic Acid, Malus Domestica Fruit Cell Culture, Xanthan Gum, Glycerin, 
Lecithin, Phenoxyethanol, Ethylhexylglycerin.

 
*When using in Facial, Hand and Foot treatments refer to Amber Treatment Protocols.

SKU:  SK133   

Size:  .5 oz.  

Price:  $32.50

Professional Application: Shake Well Before Use. After cleansing, 
exfoliating and massaging skin apply two pumps of facial serum to skin. 
Lightly massage in. The use of galvanic current can increase penetration 
of product. Follow with Amber Professional Treatment of choice.  
For Best Results use with: Age Defense Skincare Collection, Facial 
Paraffin Masque, Marine Collagen Active Masque, and Chlorophyll 
Tightening Masque.

Used For: All Skin Types, Anti-Aging Skin, Mature Skin • pH: 6.5



Apple Cell 5 
Professional Serum•ologyTM

HOW APPLE STEM CELLS WORK 

We use an extremely rare species of Swiss apple called the Uttwiler Spatlauber. The trees are so rare 

that there are reportedly only 20 trees left in the world. Initially these apples were heading towards 

extinction, because they lacked the flavor desired for agricultural cultivation. However, the surprising 

quality of these apples is that they can stay fresh without refrigeration or any preservative for periods 

lasting up to 4 months.

 

Recognizing the preservative value was the first step towards unlocking this ingredients’ true 

potential. After further study, it was observed that the tree displayed remarkably fast regeneration and 

healing abilities.

 

The long lasting lifespan and quick regeneration is credited towards the apple’s stem cells, which carry 

the provision for such qualities within the cells genetic structure. Scientists were able to cultivate the 

apple’s stem cells which are now available as a patented liposomal preparation called Phytocelltec 

Malus Domestica. This preparation incites preservation and regenerative properties in human skin 

stem cells.

 

Human skin stem cells (epithelial stem cells) replenish and maintain the natural balance of cells 

within the epidermis layer of the skin. They also regenerate tissue damaged from injury or exposure. 

Unfortunately with age, the number of these stem cells decreases and they slow their ability to divide 

and repair. This is due to a process called senesance. Senesance is the biological slowing down of 

cellular division as dictated by stem cells and genetic instruction. It is a sort of biological clock and a 

natural component of aging.

 

PhytoCellTec Malus Domestica works by delaying the senesance in epithelial skin stem cells. In effect 

the Apple’s long-lasting stem cells endow their senesance delaying instructions into the newly incited 

skin cells. This results in newer, stronger and longer lasting skin cells, more resistant to UV exposure 

and all around healthier.

 

Based in a hydrating Seaweed extract and Hyaluronic Acid base, this incredible serum, is a pioneering 

and must-have addition on the journey to younger looking skin.


